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In 2009, two reports were published on the prevalence of autism spectrum disorders
(ASD). One identified the prevalence of ASD as being 1 in 110 (Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention, 2009). and the other cited a prevalence rate of 1 in 91 (Kogan et al.,
2009). At approximately the same time, three published reports attempted to identify evi-
dence-based practice for children and youth on the spectrum.
In order to determine whether studies on interventions were scientifically rigorous, the
first report, from the National Professional Development Center on ASD (NPDC on ASD,
2009), used the following criteria for articles on interventions used with individuals with
ASD (excluding intervention packages): They cite (a) at least two experimental or quasi-
experimental group design studies carried out by independent investigators, (b) at least
flve single-case design studies from at least three independent investigators, or (c) a com-
bination of at least one experitnental/quasi-experimental study and three single-case
design studies from independent investigators.
The authors of the second report (National Autism Center [NAC], 2009) developed a
Scientific Merit Rating Scale (SMRS) that analyzed within an article (a) research design,
(b) measutemeni of the dependent variable, (c) measurement of the independent variable
or procedural fidelity, (d) participant ascertainment, and (c) generalization. Each of these
elements was subsequently rated on a 5-point Likert scale with scores of 3, 4, or 5 indi-
cating scientific rigor.
The third report, commissioned by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS, 2010), sought to determine scientific evidence of the efllcacy. effectiveness, safety,
and availability of ASD-related psychosocial services and supports for children, transi-
tioning youth, and adults with ASD. Articles on interventions were classified as evidence-
based using the criteria adopted by the NPDC on ASD and the categories identified bv the
NAC.
Table 1 lists interventions identified as effective in the above reports. Because one of
the three documents used different intervention terminology and descriptions, we have cat-
egorized the three lists using verbiage from each report so that the reader can determine
the level of overlap among the reports.
Dr. .Sniilh ¡s ¡in a.ssistant director at the Ohio Center for Autism and Low Incidence (OCALI). Dr. Myles is
an independent consultanl wiih the Autism Society. Dr. Aspy and Dr. Grossman are psychologists with the Zig-
gurat Group, and Mr. Henry is the executive director at OCALI.
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We now have an understanding of evidence-based prac-
tices in isolation. The next step is to determine whether a
particular intervention or, more likely, sets of interventions
matches a learner's strcngtlis and needs. To do so, we must
begin with a thorough understanding of the student's needs,
especially those related to the underlying characteristics of
ASD. Next comes the process of identifying long- and short-
term goals for the learner, which in turn will help in select-
inc the most appropriate instructional strategics. The next
critical step consists of integrating these strategies systemat-
ically and comprehensively throughout the student's day by
developing a comprehensive daily schedule for the student.
Such a schedule should embed the supports needed for suc-
cess and provide continual development of student skills
and measurement of those skills with a vision of the effect
t)n the student now and in the future (National Research
Council [NRC], 2001).
To maxitnizc educational benent, "evidence-based prac-
tices must he carefully selected to meet student needs AND
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they must be implemented well" (Fixsen, Blasé, Horner, &
Sugai. 2009, p. 5, emphasis in original) in all educational
settings. This type of comprehensive implenienlation usu-
ally requires changes in the daily activities of staff, related
service providers, administrators, and even parents. Thus, it
takes cohesive team planning, clearly defined objectives,
and professional development of all personnel to ensure that
the chosen evidence-based strategies arc itnplenientcd with
fidelity and across all settings.
To date, no single system has been able to accomplish
these lofty goals. This article introduces two linked eoinpre-
hensive planning models—the Ziggurat Model (Aspy &
Grosstnan, 2007) and the Comprehensive Autism Planning
System (CAPS; Henry & Myles, 2(X)7)—that together meet
these goals. Figure 1 depicts the process of comprehensive
planning using the Zigguriit Model and CAPS.
WHAT IS THE ZIGGURAT MODKL?
The Ziggurat Model is a comprehensive planning model
for individuals with ASD based on the premise that, in order
for a program to be successful for inilividuals with ASI),
their unique needs and strengths must be identified and then
directly linked to interventions (Aspy & Grossman, 2007).
riietelore, the Ziggurat Model utilizes students' strengths to
address true needs or underlying deficits that result in social,
emotional, and behavioral concerns. In doing so. the Ziggu-
rat approach centers on a hierarchical system consisting DI
five levels: sensory differences and biological needs, rein-
fcircement. structure and visual/tactile supports, task
demands, and skills to teach that must be addressed lor an
intervention plan to be comprehensive (see Figure 2). The
model can be used in two ways: (a) as a gliibal planning tool
for school, home, workplace, and/or cDiiinuinity: i)r (b) ;is a
functional behavior assessment.
When designing a comprehensive program, il is essential
to consider the context of the underlying autism spectrum
disorder. Unfortunately, this is overlooked all too often. Tra-
ditional views of program planning ofien focus on interven-
tions thai address only surface or observable behavior with-
out consideration of underlying ASD characteristics. Such
approaches are potentially less effective and. therefore, less
likely to result in sustained behavior change. The Ziggural
Model's approach is different. It targets an individual's spe-
cific needs, defined by ASD characteristics. This leads to
interventions that are proactive and effective. The lollowing
e.xatiiplc illustrates the difference between an educational
program that is designed using surface behaviots as an
impetus and a program based on an individual's underlying
autism.
Rick's transdisciplinary team, including his patents,
wanted to develop a program to increase his interaclicMi with
TABLE 1
Evidence-Based Practices (EBP)
Intervention Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) National Autism Center (NAC)
National Professional
Development Center
on ASD (NPDC)
Antecedent
Package
Behavioral
Package
(0-16) (17-21)
Modifications of events that typi-
cally precede the occurrence of a
target behavior. These alterations
are made to increase the likelihood
of success or reduce the likelihood
of problems.
(0-16)
Interventions designed to reduce
problem behavior and teach func-
tional alternative behaviors or skills
through the application of basic
principles of behavior change.
Differential
Reinforcement
Extinction
Prompting
Reinforcement
(3-18)
Behavior chain interruption; behav-
ioral momentum; choice;
cueing/prompting; environmental
enrichment/modification; errorless
learning; habit reversal; incorporat-
ing echolalia, special interests, the-
matic activities, or ritualistic obses-
sional activities; maintenance
interspersal; noncontingent
access/reinforcement; priming;
stimulus variation; time delay.
(0-21)
Sleep package; toilet training;
chaining; contingency contracting;
contingency mapping; delayed
contingencies; DR strategies; DTT;
FCT; generalization training; mand
training; noncontingent escape
with fading; progressive relaxation;
reinforcement; scheduled awaken-
ings; shaping; stimulus-stimulus
pairing with reinforcement; succes-
sive approximation; task analysis;
token economy.
Antecedent-Based Interventions
(EC-MH)
Include (a) using highly preferred
activities/items to increase interest
level, (b) changing schedule/ rou-
tine, (c) implementing preactivity
interventions, (d) offering choices,
(e) altering the manner in which
instruction is provided, and (f)
enriching the environment for
access to sensory stimuli that
serve the same function as the
interfering behavior.
(EC-H)
Reinforcement is provided for
desired behaviors, while inappro-
priate behaviors are ignored.
(EC-MH)
Based on applied behavior analysis,
is used to reduce or eliminate un-
wanted behavior. Extinction involves
withdrawing or terminating the pos-
itive reinforcer that maintains an
inappropriate interfering behavior.
(EC-MH)
Any help given to learners that
assists them in using a specific skill.
(EC-MH)
A relationship between learner
behavior and a consequence that
follows the behavior. This relation-
ship is considered reinforcement
only if the consequence increases
the probability that a behavior will
occur in the future or at least be
maintained.
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TABLE 1 (Cont.)
Intervention (CMS) (NAC) (NPDC)
Time Delay
Cognitive
Behavioral
Intervention
Package
Comprehensive
Behavioral
Treatment for
Children
Discrete Trial
Training
Functional
Behavior
Assessment
Joint Attention
Intervention
Modeling
(0-16)
Interventions designed to change
negative or unrealistic thought pat-
terns/behaviors to positively influ-
encing emotions/life functioning.
(0-16)
Interventions involving a combina-
tion of instructional and behavior
change strategies and a curriculum
that addresses core and ancillary
symptoms and behaviors of ASD.
(0-16)
Interventions involving teaching a
child to respond to the nonverbal
social bids of others or to initiate
joint attention interactions.
(0-16)
Interventions relying on an adult or
peer providing a demonstration of
the target behavior that should
result in an imitation by the person
with ASD.
(0-8)
Using ABA strategies (e.g., DTT,
incidental teaching, errorless learn-
ing, behavioral momentum, and
shaping). Criteria: (a) defined ASD
symptoms, (b) treatment manuals,
(c) intensive treatment, and (d)
measuring program effectiveness.
(0-5)
Often taught in a DTT format;
examples include pointing, show-
ing items/activities to another per-
son, and following eye gaze.
(3-18)
Examples include live modeling
and video modeling.
(E)
A practice that tocuses on fading
the use of prompts during instruc-
tional activities. With this proce-
dure, a brief delay is provided
between the initial instruction and
any additional instructions or
prompts.
(EC, E)
DTT is a one-to-one instructional
approach. Used when a learner
needs to learn a skill best taught in
small, repeated steps. Each trial or
teaching opportunity has a definite
beginning and end. The use of
antecedents and consequences is
carefully planned and implemented.
(EC-MH)
Systematic strategies used to
determine underlying behavior
function or purpose, so that an
effective intervention plan can be
developed.
See Video Modeling
TABLE 1 (Cont.)
Intervention (CMS) (NAC) (NPDC)
Multi-
Component
Package
Naturalistic
Teaching
Strategies
Parent
Implemented
Interventions
Peer Training
Package
Picture
Exchange
Communication
System (PECS)
Pivotal
Response
Treatment
(0-16)
These interventions involve a com-
bination of multiple treatment pro-
cedures that are derived from dif-
ferent fields of interest or different
theoretical orientations. They do
not better fit one of the other treat-
ment "packages" in this list nor are
they associated with specific pro-
grams.
(0-16)
Primarily child-directed interactions
to teach functional skills in the nat-
ural environment: providing a stim-
ulating environment, modeling how
to play, encouraging conversation,
providing choices and direct/nat-
ural reinforcers, and rewarding rea-
sonable attempts.
(0-16)
These interventions involve teach-
ing children without disabilities
strategies to facilitate play and
social interactions with children on
the autism spectrum. Peers often
include classmates or siblings.
(0-16)
Involves the application of a spe-
cific augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC) system
based on behavioral principles that
are designed to teach functional
communication to children with
limited verbal and/or communica-
tion skills.
(0-16)
Focuses on targeting "pivotal"
behavioral areas such as motiva-
tion to engage in social communi-
cation, self-initiation, self-manage-
ment, and responsiveness to
multiple cues.
(0-9)
Different names include focused
stimulation, incidental teaching,
milieu teaching, embedded teach-
ing, and responsive education and
prelinguistic milieu teaching.
(3-14)
There are many different peer train-
ing programs, including Project
LEAP, peer networks, circle of
friends, buddy skills package. Inte-
grated Play Groups, peer initiation
training, and peer-mediated social
interaction training.
(3-9)
This treatment is an expansion of
Natural Language Paradigm.
(EC-MH)
Includes environmental arrange-
ment, interaction techniques, and
behavioral strategies designed to
encourage specific target behav-
iors. Builds more elaborate learner
behaviors that are naturally rein-
forcing and appropriate to the
interaction.
(EC-E)
Parent-implemented intervention
entails parents directly using indi-
vidualized intervention practices
with their child to increase positive
learning opportunities and acquisi-
tion of important skills.
(EC-MH)
Peer-Mediated Instruction/
intervention
Peers are systematically taught
ways of engaging learners with
ASD in social interactions in both
teacher-directed and learner-initi-
ated activities
(EC-E)
Learners are taught to give a pic-
ture of a desired item to a commu-
nicative partner in exchange for the
item.
(EC-MH)
Pivotai Response Training
Creates a more efficient and effec-
tive intervention by enhancing four
pivotal variables: motivation,
responding to multiple cues, self-
management, and self-initiations.
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TABLE 1 (Cont.)
Intervention (CMS) (NAC) (NPDC)
Response
Interruption
and
Redirection
(RIR)
Self-
Management
Social
Communication
Intervention
Social Skills
Groups
(0-16)
These interventions teach individu-
als with ASD to regulate their
behavior by recording the occur-
rence/nonoccurrence of the target
behavior and securing reinforce-
ment for doing so.
(0-16)
These psychosocial interventions
involve targeting some combination
impairments such as pragmatic
communication skills and the
inability to successfully read social
situations.
(3-18)
These interventions promote inde-
pendence by teaching individuals
with ASD to regulate their behavior
by recording the target behavior
and securing reinforcement for
doing so.
(EC-MH)
RIR contains two main compo-
nents: During the response inter-
ruption component, practitioners
stop the learner from engaging in
the interfering behavior. Redirection
focuses on prompting the learner
to engage in a more appropriate,
alternative behavior.
(EC-MH)
Learners with ASD are taught to
discriminate between appropriate
and inappropriate behaviors, moni-
tor and record their own behaviors,
and reward themselves.
(EC-MH)
Social skills groups typically
involve small groups of two to eight
individuals with disabilities and a
teacher or adult facilitator. Most
social skill group meetings include
instruction, role-playing or practice,
and feedback.
Social Skills
Package
Story-Based
Intervention
Package
Social
Narratives
(0-16)
These interventions seek to build
social interaction skills by targeting
basic responses to complex social
skills.
(0-16)
These treatments involve a written
description of the situations under
which specific behaviors are
expected to occur. Stories may be
supplemented with additional com-
ponents.
(6-14)
Social Stories^" are the best
known story-based interventions.
They seek to answer the "who,"
"what," "when," "where," and
"why" in order to improve perspec-
tive-taking.
(EC-MH)
Social narratives describe social
situations in some detail by high-
lighting relevant cues and offering
examples of appropriate responding.
TABLE 1 (Cont.)
Intervention (CMS) (NAC) (NPDC)
Speech
Generating
Devices (SGD)
Structured
Teaching
Task Analysis
Technology-
Based
Treatment
Computer-
Aided
Instruction
Video
Modeling
Visual
Supports
Schedules
(0-16)
This intervention involves a combi-
nation of procedures that rely on
the physical organization of a set-
ting, predictable schedules, and
individualized use of teaching
methods. These treatment pro-
grams may also be referred to as
TEACCH.
(0-16)
The presentation of instructional
materials using the medium of
computers or related technologies.
(E-MH)
A mode of teaching that uses video
recording and display equipment to
provide a visual model.
(EC-MH)
Any tool presented visually that
supports an individual as he moves
through the day.
(0-16)
Interventions involving the presen-
tation of a task that communicates
a series of activities or steps
required to complete a specific
activity.
(3-14)
These interventions involve the pre-
sentation of a task list that commu-
nicates a series of activities or
steps required to complete a spe-
cific activity.
(EC-MH)
SGD are electronic devices that are
portable and can produce either
synthetic or digital speech for the
user. SGD may be used with
graphic symbols, as well as with
alphabet keys.
(EC-MH)
Structured Work Systems
The individual work system is
defined as a visually organized
space where learners indepen-
dently practice skills that have
been previously mastered under
the direct supervision of an adult.
(EC-MH)
Breaking a skill into smaller, more
manageable steps to teach the
skill.
(E-MH)
Use of computers to teach acade-
mic skills and to promote commu-
nication and language develop-
ment and skills. It includes
computer modeling and computer
tutors.
Note. NAC=National Autism Center; CMS=Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services; NPDC=National Professional Developmen-
tal Centers on ASD. EC = early childhood, E = elementary, MH = middle/high school.
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Source: From The Process of Coinpreheiisive Planning i/.v/'/i,? the Ziggiirat Model and the Comprehensive Autism Planning
Systems (CAPS), by B. G. Grossman & R. Aspy, 2010. Retrieved lroiii http://www.aapclexlbooks.nel/lextbook_9.502_/,iggu
rat_textbook_features.htm. Copyright 2010 by B. G. Grossman & R. Aspy. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 1. Process of Comprehensive Planning Using the Ziggurat and CAPS
Skills to Teach
Task Demands
Structure and Visual/Tactile Supports
Rcinforcemenl
Sensory Differences and Biological Needs
Source: From The Ziggurat Model: A Framework for Designing Comprehensive Interventions for Individuals with High-Func-
tioning Autism and Asperger Syndrome, by R. Aspy & B. G. Grossman, 2007. Shawnee Mission, KS; AAPC. Copyright 2(K)7
hy (he AAPC. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 2. The Five Levels of the Ziggurat Model
peers on the playground, as he was a loner in this environ-
ment. In this case, the behavior, "loner" on the playground,
was operationally defined as wandering the perimeter, flap-
ping hands, shaking sticks in front of his eyes, and talking to
himself. Using a traditional model, the antecedent was being
on the playground at recess and all related environmental
factors—noises, reduced structure, and so on. The most
obvious consequence of this behavior was isolation from
peers and the ability to engage in a chosen behavior—
Stereotypie stick shaking.
A program designed with this information in mind would
typically provide (a) a shortened recess to reduce environ-
mental overstimulation, (b) a peer buddy to interact with
Rick during the shortened recess time, and (c) reinforcement
for interacting with the peer. Although containing elements
identified as evidence based, such a program will probably
not bring about meaningful change and be generalizable.
However, if the behavior is approached frorn the per-
spective of the autism characteristics—the characteristics
that underlie the observable behavior—the picture tnight be
different, as depicted in Figure 3 using the Schopler (1994)
iceberg. As illustrated, the characteristics that impact Rick's
playground behavior include (a) mindblindness, (b) diffi-
culty making friends, (c) difficulty joining an activity, (c)
strong need for routine or sameness, (d) repetitive motor
movement, (e) difficulty starting and joining a conversation,
and (f) being easily stressed. It is these targets that must be
addressed for Rick to be successful in interacting with oth-
ers on the playground.
In summary, the process of intervention design should
begin with an assessment of the presenting characteristics of
ASD (see Figure 1). A thorough assessment of underlying
characteristics helps parents and professionals to plan a pro-
gram that takes into account the individual's strengths and
needs. Further, assessment of underlying characteristics pro-
vides insight into which skills should be taught and how
instruction should be designed to facilitate learning and
bring about meaningful and long-lasting change. TTie
Underlying Characteristics Checklist (UCC) offers a com-
prehensive perspective as a basis for program planning.
The Underlying Characteristics Checklist'
The UCC is an informal assessment designed to identify
ASD characteristics for the purpose of intervention. There
are three versions of the UCC, one intended for use with
individuals who are high funetioning (UCC-HF), including
'UCC items, the ISSl, the Global Intervention Plan, Ziggurat Work-
sheet, and CAPS form are presented in the ca.se studies.
\
Specific Behaviors
' oa (lie play^ntimd
itlerln^ the pcriractei
»ing haîKÎs
Shaking stick in from of eyes
TalkinK ÎO self
Underlying
Characteristics
MIndbiindncss
Difficuliy making trtenih ,"
Difliculiy ioining an acilvity
li'ss involved in group ocUvitics
Withdraws into complex inner wtirtds
Sttong need for rmitine ot "sameness"
Displays re(K"tilive moiw movcmmls
tXffttiitly starting and joining conversaUüri
¡ix, athletcc skills iltitidts
stressed
e 2.6. Sihiipler's Iceberg (t994) applied to soc
Source: From The Ziggurat Model: A Framework for Designing Comprehensive Interventions for Individuals with High-Func-
tioning Autism and Asperger Syndrome, by R. Aspy & B. G. Grossman, 2007. Shawnee Mission, KS: AAPC. Copyright 2007
by the AAPC. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 3. Schopler Iceberg
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ihose with Asperger Syndrome (AS); one for use with those
with a more classic presentation (UCC-CL) in cognition and
speech-language skills; and one for young children at the
early inventit)n stage, the UCC-EI.
Designed to be completed by parents, teachers, or other
service providers, individually or as a team, each ot the
UCCs is composed of eight areas. The first three represent
the traditional autism spectrum triad; social, restricted pat-
terns of behavior interests and activities, and communica-
tion (see Wing, 1981). Characteristics often associated with
ASD are addressed in the next four areas: sensory differ-
ences, cognitive differences, motor (.lilierences, and emo-
tional vulnerability. The eighth underlying area is known
medieal and other biological factors (see Zecavati &
Spence, 2(X)9). Ba.sed on the results of completing the UCC,
a comprehensive intervention plan is developed that targets
ASD eharacteristics by incorporating each of the five levels
of the Ziggurat.
The Individual Strengths and Skills Inventory
The Individual Strengths and Skills Inventory (ISSI) (see
Figure 4), designed to accompany the UCC, ensures that an
individual's underlying strengths and skills are incorporated
in the intervention design process. Fnir example, one student
may have a strength in imitation whereas another has an
intense interest in and knowledge of animals. These assets
can easily become keys to addressing underlying skill
deficits. The ISSI parallels the first seven areas of the
UCC— social, restricted patterns of behavior interests and
activities, communication, sensory differenees, cognitive
differenees, motor differences, and emotional vulnerability.
Clohal Intervention Plan
The global intervention plan helps users complete a per-
son-centered plan by identifying short- and long-term goals
and targeting the UCC areas and items that would have the
greatest impact on the individual's ability to be independent
and experience a sense of well-being across multiple envi-
ronments. Using this tool, ASD-related areas are selected
that will be meaningful in both the short and the long term.
'1 luis, ihe student's eilucational plan will be tied directly to
leading a self-determined life as a adult, replete with oppor-
tunities, happiness, anti other aspects related to a high qual-
ity of life (Wigham et al.. 2(K)S).
The Intervention Zif>>;iirat
Tlie centerpiece and the framework of the Ziggurat Model
is the Intervention Ziggurat (IZ). Designed to help parents and
educators avoid overlooking critical areas that impact the
effectiveness of any intervention plan as they buikl a compre-
hensive program, the IZ is eomposed of five critical levels
structured into a hierarchy: sensory differences and biological
needs, reinforcement, structure and visual/tactile supports,
task demands, and skills to teach (see Figure 2). The first
level, sensory differenees and biological needs, addresses
basic internal factors that impact functioning. The second
level addresses motivational needs prerequisite to skill
development. The third level draws on individuals' strength
of visual processing and addresses their fundamental need
for order and routine. The final two levels of the IZ empha-
size the importance of expectations and skill development
relative to the characteristics of individuals with ASD.
Each of the levels is essential and eontributes to the
effectiveness of the others. Thus, if needs on all levels are
not addressed, the intervention will not be as effective and
skills will not develop. The following is a brief discussion of
the five levels of the IZ.
Sensory Differences and Biological Needs
The first level of the IZ represents what may be consid-
ered the foundation of beluivior, biology. Consideration of
biologieal factors is important because of the strong genetic
and neurological untlerpinnings (if ASD. Sensory clifler-
ences and biologieal needs often present some of the great-
est challenges for individuals on the spectrum. The exis-
tence of one of these areas, sensory, is being formalized by
its proposed inclusion in the fifth edition of the American
Psychiatric Association's (APA) Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (2010). Research supports the
effective use of sensory interventions for individuals with
ASD: More than 50 studies have been eonducted on .sensory
interventions (see Baranek, 2(X)2; Case-Smith & Arbesinan,
2(X)8). Much of the research on biological interventions has
eentered on the use of medications, both conventional
(Angley, Young, Ellis, Chan, & McKinnon, 2007) and com-
pletTientary and alternative (Angley, Semple, Hewton, Pater-
son, & McKinnon, 2007).
Reinforcement
All intervention plans ultimately target the development
or inerease of a behavior or skill. This goal ean only be
accomplished by incorporating reinforeement into a eom-
prehensive plan, given that the purpose of intervention is to
increa.se the likelihood that a behavior will occur again.
Without reinforcement, there is no intervention. Therefore,
reinforeemenl is includeil as the second level of the IZ (see
Figure 2). It is often challenging to identify appropriate rein-
forcers for individuals on the spectrum, but eonsideration of
a student's preoccupations or special interests has been founti
to be effective (Winter-Messiers, 2007). Indeed, researeh has
found that activities or objects related to obsessions are often
more effective reinforcers than food (see Charlop-Christy,
Kurtz, & Casey, 1990) for individuals on the autism spec-
trum. The principles of effective reinforcement are well
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established in the research literature. In fact, the most effec-
tive intervention programs deliver reinforcement for posi-
tive behaviors and limit access to reinforcement of problem
behaviors (see Horner, Carr, Strain, Todd, & Reed, 2002).
Structure and Visual/Tactile Supports
Individuals with ASD function best when predictability
is established across the school day, including schedules,
routines, environments, behavioral and academic expecta-
tions, and interpersonal interactions. In order to be success-
ful in home, school, and community, those on the spectrum
require preparation. Because verbal communication deficits
are evident with ASD, supports that are visual are critical.
For students with ASD and a vision impairment, tactile sup-
ports should be considered. Visual supports, such as pic-
tures, written schedules, and task strips, have been shown to
be effective for decreasing behavior problems, increasing
on-task behavior, and enhancing independence (see Wheeler,
Baggett, Fox, & Blevins, 2006). There is substantial re-
search support for other visual strategies, such as Social Sto-
ries^"^ and video modeling (see Wang & Spillane, 2009).
Task Demands
The term task demand can be thought of as obstacle
removal (E. Blackwell, personal communication, July 12,
2007). In designing quality interventions, obstacles that
could prevent an individual from succeeding either indepen-
dently or with assistance should be taken away. For exam-
ple, a team may recognize that a child lacks the skills to
negotiate peer conflict and, therefore, provide him with a
trained peer "buddy" during group activities until he is able
to master strategies for compromise. The obstacle: lacking
the skills to negotiate peer conflict; how it is removed: pro-
viding a trained peer buddy who can help the child in situa-
tions that require compromise. Task demands with the IZ
include academic demands but go beyond, to include social,
communication, organizational, sensory, and other areas of
functioning. Numerous interventions reduce demands. For
example, peer-mediated interventions, including peer net-
works, circle of friends, and peer buddies have been found
to be beneficial in promoting social skills (Chan et al.,
2009).
Skills to Teach
The first four levels of the Ziggurat set the stage for skill
acquisition. It is possible to resolve many behavior concerns
using strategies on the first four levels without ever teaching
skills. Indeed, many improvements may be seen as a direct
result of attending to an individual's biological needs, pro-
viding meaningful reinforcers, addressing the need for struc-
ture and predictability, and carefully matching demands to
ability.
Comfortable with behavior gain, intervention teams may
overlook the crucial last level—skills to teach. However,
such a "partial" approach to intervention will have negative
long-term outcomes because it does not allow for indepen-
dence nor does it promote generalization or growth. It is for
this reason that the authors view skills to teach as the ulti-
mate goal of any intervention plan. Several approaches lo
teaching skills to individuals with ASD have been supported
in the literature, including instruction during social skills
groups (see Wang & Spillane, 2009) and pivotal response
training (PRT; see Harper, Symon, & Frea, 2(K)8).
Using the aforementioned information, the team uses the
Ziggurat Worksheet to guide them through the development
of a comprehensive intervention plan. With a new under-
standing of the student's needs based on (a) completion of
the UCC, (b) the information on strengths and current skill
level gained through completion of the ISSI, and (c) the
development of long- and short-term goals and prioritized
UCC areas and items using the global interveniion plan, the
team is prepared to design an intervention plan that is tar-
geted to the individual student.
Ziggurat Worksheet
All interventions incorporated into the plan must address
underlying needs from the UCC. This provides a safeguard
from developing a plan that addresses only surface concerns
or from recycling interventions that have been used with
other students with ASD without careful consideration of
the specific student. Further, the Ziggurat Worksheet pro-
motes collaboration by helping parents and professionals to
understand their respective parts in the larger intervention
picture. After completion of the Ziggurat Worksheet, the
team is ready to discuss how these interventions will be
embedded throughout the school day. While the Ziggurat
Worksheet allows a team to know that the intervention plan
is thorough and targeted, the Comprehensive Autism Plan-
ning System provides a structure for implementation, as
detailed further below.
WHAT IS THE COMPREHFÍNSIVE
AUTISM PLANNING SYSTEM (CAPS)?
CAPS provides an overview of a student's daily schedule
by time and activity and specifies supports needed during
each period. Thus, the CAPS enables professionals ami par-
ents to answer the tundamental question: What supports
does the student need for each activity?
Once a multidisciplinary team, including the student's
parents, has (a) identified the student's needs through com-
pletion of the UCC (CL, HF, or El) and ISSI, (b) establisiied
goals for the student and prioritized UCC items lliat lead to
these goals, and (c) developed inlcrvenlions across the six
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areas of the Ziggurat that match the student's UCC- and
ISSI-identified strengths and concerns, the team is ready to
complete the CAPS. That is. based on information devel-
oped using the Ziggurat Model, the CAPS provides a
framework for listing a student's tasks and activities and
the times they occur, along with a delineation of the sup-
|iorts needed for success. In addition, the CAPS includes a
place for recording the results of ongoing data collection
and consideration of how skills are to be generalized to
other settings.
Components of CAPS
The CAPS contains ihe following eomponents:
1. Time. This section indicates the ckxk time of each
activity that the student engages in throughout the day.
2. Activity. This includes all tasks and activities
throughout the day in which the student requires sup-
port. Academic periods (e.g., reading), nonacademic
times (e.g., recess, lunch), as well as transitions
between classes are all considered activities.
3. Targeted skills to teach. This may include Individu-
alized Education Program (IEP) goals, state stan-
dards, and/or skills that lead to school success for a
given student.
4. Structure/modifications. Structures/modifications can
consist of a wide variety of supports, including
placement in the classroom, visual supports, peer
networks and instructional strategies (e.g., priming,
self-monitoring).
5. Reinforcement. Student access to specific types of
reinforcement as well as reinforcement schedules are
listed here.
6. Sensory .strategies. Sensory supports and strategies
identified by an occupational therapist or others are
listed in this CAPS area.
7. Communication/social skills. Specific communica-
tion goals or activities as well as supports arc
delineated in this section. Goals or activities may
include (a) requesting help, (b) taking turns in con-
versation, or (c) protesting appropriately. Supports
may encompass language hoards or augmentative
communication systems.
8. Data collection. This space is for recording the type
of data as well as the behavior to be documented dur-
ing a specific activity. Typically, this section relates
directly to IEP goals and objectives.
9. Generalization plan. Because individuals with ASD
often have problems generalizing information across
settings, this section of the CAPS was developed to
ensure that generalization of skills is built into the
child's program.
The CAPS, as well as the Ziggurat Model, are applicable
from early intervention to adulthtiod across home, school,
employment, university or postsecondary training, and com-
munity. However, some slight modifications in the CAPS
are needed as the individual enters high school and beyond.
When students transition to middle and high school, the
daily strticture of schot)l changes. For example, students
may have as many as nine teachers in nine different class-
rooms. Despite their movement from classroom to class-
room, the activities in which students participate in each
aeademic class are similar. That is, in each class they are
likely to be required to participate in (a) independent work,
(b) group work, (c) tests, (d) lectures, and (e) homewtirk.
From this standpoint, the activities in English class anil
geometry are the same.
The fundamental differences between the structure of ele-
mentary school and middle/liigh .school require that the CAPS
must be modified accordingly. The Mt)dified Comprehensive
Autism Planning System (M-CAPS) is an effective means of
communicating to educators who teach academic subjects the
types of supports that students need during each activity (Sue
Klingshirn, personal cuittituinication, April 7, 2(X)(i). The
multidiseiplinary team that plans the program for a high
school student with ASD who spends extensive time in gen-
eral education classrooms develops the student's program
using the M-CAPS. As a result, each of the student's acade-
mic teachers shares the same diKument. The M-CAPS used in
biology is the same as the M-CAPS used in stKiology. Like-
wise, the supports for a given student are the same.
CASE STUDIES
The following describes how the Ziggurat Model and
CAPS were used with two individuals with ASD: Emily, a
3 year-old with classic autism, and Reggie, a 15-year-old
with AS.
Case Study for Emily: From ZisRurat to CAPS
Emily, a 3-year-old chiltl attending an early chiklhtioil
program in a public school, has been identified witli ASD
and speech impairment. Emily can label objects and make
one-word requests when prompted. She does not initiate
communication or sixial interaction with adults or peers.
Eye contact is tleeting. and she seems to display liiniteti
interest in others. Emily withdraws from group activities
and spends extended periods of time engaged in repetitive
behaviors, such as jumping and wiggling her fingers in her
peripheral vision. Emily requires prompting in order to
engage in play and extended social interactions.
Parents and teachers believe that if Emily could stay on
task longer, she would make more progress at home and in
school. They have expressed concern abotit apparent sensory
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differences, as Emily frequently smells and mouths objects
and toys, is bothered by loud or unexpected noises, startles
at unexpected movement, and has difficulty participating in
groups in a loud environment. She becomes distressed when
her teeth are brushed. Emily also seeks movement: She
often shakes objects in her peripheral vision, rocks, and
jumps. Emily appears to be visually distracted and capti-
vated by straight lines such as miniblinds and corners of
shelves, books, frames, and so on.
Interventions tried in the past include interactive metro-
nome, therapeutic listening, and chelation. Parents report
that these interventions have resulted in no change in
Emily's behaviors and skill acquisition. The school provides
the following sensory interventions: a weighted vest, a
weighted lap pad, picture schedules, and use of a color-
coded square for positioning during circle lime. Emily
receives speech therapy at school and participates in outpa-
tient occupational therapy sessions three times per week.
Emily's mullidisciplinaiy team, inclu(iin<; her parents.
met to develop her program. They completed a UCC, an
ISSI (see Figure 4), UCC-EI, and Global Planning Guide
(see Figure 5 for the guide that also includes UCC-EI items).
Using information from these activities, Emily's team com-
pleted the Ziggurat Worksheet (see partial copy in Figure 6).
Finally, they created a CAPS for her school program (see
partial copy in Figure 7).
When designing an effective intervention plan, it is important to consider individual slrcnglhs.
Please describe strengths in the following area.s:
Social
• Kind child
• Engages best during predictable, repetitive activities
• Engages in parallel play in quite settings
• Plays with sister at home
• Responds well to parent praise
Behavior, Interests, and Activities
• Does very well with structure
• Prefers activities that are routine/predictable
Communication
• Able lo repeat words
• Able to label objects and make simple requests with prompting
Sensory
• Enjoys sand play
• Eats a range of textures
• Good hearing
Cognitive
• Good memory
• Maintains skills
Motor
• Enjoys jumping, running, and climbing
• Strong
• Plays best during activities involving movement
Emotional
• Happy child
Biological
• Strong
• Healthy
• Sleeps well
Source: From The Ziggurat Model: A Framework for Designing Comprehensive Interventions for Individuals with High-Func-
tioning Autism and Asperger Syndrome, by R. Aspy & B. G. Grossman, 2007. Shawnee Mission, KS: AAPC. Copyright 2007
by the AAPC. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 4. Individual Strengths and Skills Inventory: Emily
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Dirt'clitins: l-ollowing completion of the UCC und ISSI. the next step is to identify UCC areas and items that will result in a
mean'myful Global Intervention Plan. Consideration of priorities and strengths for an individual facilitates selection of UCC
areas and items. The following questions are provided as a guide.
u
u
us
B
Vision "Begin witti the end in mind" - Stephen R. Covey
• What is the short- and tong-temi vision of/for the individual?
NfHi' that "shori-tenn" and "loní^-ít'rm " may he th'fineil differenilv in order to he meaningful.
Short term: Play independently (currently requires prompting): pretend play; increase communication
skills - foltow two-part directions; use four^word sentences; communicate with sameage peers
Long term (3 years) ; Tell us about an event that occurred at school; make a friend
@ Which UCC areas would have the greatest impact on achieving this vision?
Social, Communication, Sensory Differences
Settings
• In what settings does the individual participate?
School, home, family, church, OT
(•) Which UCC areas have the greatest impact on the individual's ability to function in multiple
settings?
Communication, Sensory Differences
Quality of Life
• What is most important to the individual? What provides a sense of well-being?
Consider independence, relationships, plav/leisiire activities, safety, health, etc.
Jumping, watching television, dog, structure and predictability
® Which UCC areas liave the greatest impact on the individual's quality of life?
Restricted Patterns of Behavior Interests and Activities
Key UCC Areas
Based on your answers to the questions above, place a check X next to the key UCC areas.
Transfer to the Areas of Concern section of the Zii-xurat Worksheet.
0 Cognitive Differences
1 I Motor Differences
n Emotional Vulnerability
Q Known Medical or Other Biological Factors
M Social
^ Re.stricted Patterns of Behavior Interests,
and Activities
^ Communication
13 Sensory Differences
Key UCC Items
.Select key UCC items for each of the UCC areas listed above. Choose iiems that are essential
(necessary for progress) and developnientally appropriate. Emphasize items that are more pivotal
(huilding blocks for additional skills). Avoid selecting redundant items.
Write key item numbers and descriptions below. These items will be used to develop interventions
keeping strengths and skills (identified on the ISSI) in mind.
Transfer items to the Selected UCC Item secti<m i.
t)oes tiot respond to tl>e emotional
expressions ot familiar others
Does not use sustained and purposeful eye
contact or wateh faces intently
Isolates self frotn others or chooses solitary
play consistently and across settings
Becomes upset easily with interruption to
routines or unanticipated changes in events
Uses objects in repetitive, atypical manner
the Zifi^iirat Worksheet. Develop interventions.
Fails to initiate or respond to either verbal or
nonverbal gestures and greetings
Does not spontaneously eomnient or share
experienees - may speak only when asked a
direet question
Shows an unusual strong desire to do
activities that provide movement
Responds in an unusual manner to visual
input (angles/lines)
ResptMids in an unusual manner to sounds
Source: From The Ziggurat Model: A Framework for Designing Comprehensive Interventions for Individuals with High-Func-
tioning Autism and Asperger Syndrome, by R. Aspy & B. G. Grossman, 2007. Shawnee Mission, KS: AAPC. Copyright 2007
by the AAPC. Reprinted with pennission.
FIGtJRE 5. Global Intervention Plan: Guide to Establishing Priorities: Emily
Case Study for Reggie: From Ziggurat to CAPS
Reggie is a 15-year-okl wlio was diagnosed with AS at
age 9. He lives with his mother and two younger brothers;
one is diagnosed with attention deficit-hyperaetivity disor-
der, and the other has learning disabilities.
Throughout elementary school, Reggie received special
education services, including speech and language therapy
focused on pragmatic language and social skills and occu-
pational therapy. Tlie majority of his day was spent in the
general education classroom with supplemental instruction
in language arts in a resource rooin. After transitioning to
middle school, Reggie no longer received direct therapy .ser-
vices. He is currently in the third quarter of his freshman
year of high school. He attends all general education classes.
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• Use the Transporters video scries and My l*eclings book ti> help teach limily lo
identify feelings based on facial expressions.
• Video - interacting with dog. Play back with pause and narration
• Visual support for telling about activities using objects or symbols (board
maker). Can also use similar support to describe weekend at home.
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Source: From The Ziggurat Model: A Framework for Designing Comprehensive Inter\>entions for Individuals with High-Func-
tioning Autism and Asperger Syndrome, by R. Aspy & B. G. Grossman, 2007. Sbawnee Mission, KS: AAPC. Copyright 2007
by the AAPC. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 6. Ziggurat Worksheet: Emily (Partial)
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Source: From The Comprehensive Autism Planning System (CAPS) for Individuals with Asperger Syndrome. Autism and
Related Disabilities: Integrating Best Practices throughout the Student's Day, by S. A. Henry & B. S. Myles, 2007. Shawnee
Mission. KS: AAPC. Copyright 2007 by the AAPC. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 7. Comprehensive Autism Planning System: Emily
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including biology, history, English literature, algebra, com-
position, and PE. His schedule also includes a daily support
period where he is given assistance with organizational and
social skills.
Reggie has a special interest in sports statistics and mem-
orabilia. In fact, he would rather look at sports magazines
than interact with peers. He has memorized a plethora of sta-
tistics of almost every Major League baseball player and can
easily recall scores of baseball games played since the
founding of the National League in 1876. He often cites
those statistics in conversation.
Reggie processes information presented visually and
does well when expectations, directions, and schedules are
presented in written instead of verbal form. He is extremely
sensitive to sound. In addition, he has difficulty reading
facial expressions and body language. Although Reggie has
an IQ in the above-average range, he receives primarily Cs
and Ds on his report card, because a significant portion of
his grades is based on homework assignments that he forgets
to record in his planner and, as a result, fails to complete and
turn in. In addition, he does not bring home materials
needed to complete assignments.
Reggie excels in math and in history; however, he strug-
gles with literature and composition. Handwriting is labori-
ous for him. In addition, his teachers report that he is anx-
ious in classes—he has difficulty tolerating mistakes, gets
upset when he receives a poor grade on a test, and frequently
argues with his teachers over his grades. Reggie also expe-
riences challenges in PE, where he becomes increasingly
anxious when the noise level is high. When participating in
team sports, he removes himself from the game and sits on
the sidelines. When his teacher approaches him to discuss
the situation, Reggie insists that his peers are intentionally
trying to hurt hiin. Recently, the.se situations have increased
in both number and intensity. His teacher thinks that Reg-
gie is a "sore loser."
Reggie's multidisciplinary team, including his parents,
met to develop his program. They completed a UCC-HF and
ISSI (see Figure 8). The team completed a Global Interven-
tion Plan to prioritize areas of need (see Figure 9). Using
inlbrmalion from these activities, Reggie's team completed
the Ziggurat Worksheet (see partial copy in Figure 10).
I inally. they created a CAPS tor his general education
classes (.sec partial copy in Figure 11) and a Itaditional
CAPS for his PE class (see Figure 12).
One intervention that will facilitate communication
among team members, including parents, is the Travel Card.
Briefly, across the t(ip, the Travel Card lists four to Cwc tar-
get behaviors (he student is working on with a listing ol' the
classes the student attends along the left-hand side. At the
end of each period, the teacher indicates whether the studenl
performed the desired behaviors by marking a + (yes), 0
(no), or NA (not applicable) on the card. The student's last
teacher of the day takes the travel card and places it in the
case manager's mailbox. In this way, the case tnanager has
a daily report on critical student behaviors. The Travel Card
can be used in conjunction with a reinforcement system.
SUMMARY
Research in the area of ASD demonstrates an under-
standing of evidence-based practices in isolation. To make
sustainable change in the quality of life for an individual
with ASD, it is essential that we determine whether a partic-
ular intervention or, more likely, sets of interventions
matches his or her strengths and needs. This requires a thor-
ough understanding of the student's needs, especially those
related to the underlying characteristics of ASD. The UCC
at any level (HF, CL, or El) provides a tool for teams to
identify those strengths and needs as a basis for developing
goals and strategies to help in selecting the most appropriate
instructional strategies.
The Ziggurat Model provides tools, including the ISSI,
the Global Intervention Plan, and the Ziggurat Worksheet,
for tiiatching goals and prioritizing interventions. Integrat-
ing these strategies sysletnatically and comprehensively
throughout the individual's day in a comprehensive plan
provides for continual development of student skills. To
maximize educational benefit, practices tnust be used com-
petently and consistently (Fixsen et al., 2009). Lastly, mea-
surement of those skills with a vision of the effect on the stu-
dent now and in the future is a final critical step to achieve
sustained change (NRC, 2001). Such itnpletnetuation usu-
ally requires changes in the daily activities of staff, related
service providers, adminislrators, and even parents. I( takes
cohesive team planning, clearly defined ohjeclives, and pro-
fessional development of all personnel to ensure ihal the
chosen evidence-ba.sed strategies are implemented with
fidelity and across all sellings. The Ziggtirat Model and
CAPS provide a vehicle by which (his can occut.
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In designing etïective intervention plans, it is important to be aware of individtial strengths.
Please describe strengths in the following areas:
Social
• Initiates interactions with peers
• Socializes well with adults
• Likes to share interests with others
• Recognizes basic feelings of othere when calm
Behavior, Interests, and Activities
Strong interest in sports statistics
Diligent in pursuit of interests
Communication
• Converses with peers
Sensory and Biological
No sensory defensiveness has been noted with visual stimuli
No health concetTis - good attendance in school
Cognitive
• Very intelligent
• Attends all classes in the general education environment with passing grades
• Strong rote memory skills
• Likes to read
Motor
• Legible handwriting
• Participates well in tennis and other non-contact sports
Emotional
• When upset, will remove himself from the situation
Source: From The Ziggurat Model: A Framework for Designing Comprehensive Inten'entions for Individuals with High-Func-
tioning Auti.sm and Asperger Syndrome, by R. Aspy & B. G. Grossman, 2007. Shawnee Mission, KS: AAPC. Copyright 2007
by the AAPC. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 8.
Individual Strengths and Skills Inventory: Reggie
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Directions: Following completion of the UCC and ISSI, the next step is to identify UCC areas and items thai will
result in a mcom/iiç/u/Global Intervention Plan. Consideration of priorities and strengths for an individual facilitates
selection of UCC areas and items. The following questions are provided as a guide.
Vision "Begin with the end in mind" - Stephen R. Covey
* What is the shod- and long-term vision of/for the individual?
Noie that "short-term " ami "hin^-tenu " max /?f defined differently in order to he meaningful.
Play independently (currently requires prompting): pretend play: increase comnnunication skills-
follow twapart directions: use four-word sentences; communicate with same-age peers
Long term (3 years) :
Attend junior college; have at least one good friend; drive; go out with friends
® Which UCC areas would have the greatest impacl on achieving this vision?
Social, Communication, Sensory, Cognitive, Emotional Vulnerability
Settings
• In what settings does the individual paiiicipate?
School, home, family,
® Which UCC areas have Ihe greatest impact on the individual's abilily lo function in nuilliple
settings'?
Communication, Sensory Differences, Social Emotional Vulnerability
Quality of Life
• What is most important to the individual? What provides a sense of well-being?
Consider imlependenee, relationships, ¡üay/teisure activities, safety, health, etc.
Sports information, having a match between his and others' perspectives, predictability, a friend
® Which UCC areas have ihe greatest impact on the individual's quality of life?
Social, Cognitive, Emotional, Vulnerability, Sensory, Communication
Key UCC Areas
Based on your answers to the questions ahove, place a check X nexi to Ilic key UCC areas.
Tram fer to the Areas of Concern .section of the Ziggurat Worksheet.
Social
Restricted Patterns of Behavior Interests,
and Activities
Conimunicalion
Cognitive Differences
• Motor Differences
\Z\ limolional Vulnerability
G] m t  [Zl Known Medical or Other Biological Factors
\Z\ Sensory Differences
Key UCC Items
Select key UCC items for each of the UCC areas listed above. Choose items thai are essential
(necessary for progress) and developmentally appropriate. Emphasize ilems thai are more pivotal
(building blocks for additional skills). Avoid selecting redundant items.
Wriie key item numbers and descriptions below. These ilems will be used lo develop interventions
keeping strengths and skills (identified on Ihe ISSI) in mind.
Transfer items to the Setected UCC Item section of the Ziggurat Worksheet, Develop interventiotis.
# 1 Mindblindness
# y Difficulty understanding others' nonverbal
conimunicalion
# 25 Diflicully with rules of conversation
# 28 Difficulty .starting, joining, and/or ending a
conversation
# 39 Difficulty talking about others' interests
# 42 Responds in unusual manner to sounds,
pain, and touch
# 53 Poor organizational skills
# 89 Difficulty managing stress and anxiety
Source: From The Ziggurat Model: A Framework for Designing Comprehensive Interventions for Individuals with High-Func-
tioning Autism and Asperger Syndrome, by R. Aspy & B. G. Grossman, 2007. Shawnee Mission, KS: AAPC. Copyright 2007
hy the AAPC. Reprinletl with permission.
FIGURE 9.
Global Intervention Plan: Guide to establishing priorities: Reggie
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AREAS OF CONCERN
Social. Communication,
Sensory. Cognitive,
Emotional Vulnerability
1 1
1 1
Sensory/Biologieal Needs
1 1
Reinforcement
1 i
Struclure & Visual Supports
SPECIFIC INTERVENTION
PLAN
Opcniiionali/cU lichaviors
Sensory/Biological
Intervention:
Underlying Characteristics
Addressed;
Reinforcement Intervention:
I'nderlying Characteristics
Addressed:
Structure/Visual Support
Intervention:
PRIORITIZED UCC ITEMS
# [1] Mindhlindness
# [9] Difficulty understanding others'
nonverbal coniniunicalion
# [25] Difficulty with rules of conversation
# [28] Has difficulty starting, joining,
and/or ending a conversation
# [39] Difficulty talking about others'
interests
# [42) Responds in unusual manner to
sounds, pain, and touch
# [53] Has poor organizational skills
# [89] Difficulty managing stress and
anxiety
• Teach Reggie relaxation techniques including calming sensory strategies
• Use portable coping cards to help Reggie to calm in all school settings {see helow)
• Provide short breaks thai may include errand running
• Difficulty managing stress and anxiety
• Responds in unusual manner to sounds, pain, and touch
• Reinforcer menu {created wiih Reggie) and provide on a chart (be sure to
incorporate his sports interests)
• Reinforce skills across settings in order for Reggie to generalize them. As such,
parents should be taught how to use the system.
• Reinforce Reggie for using calming skills, completing homework checklist,
completing homework, using appropriate conversational manners
• Verbal reinforcement
• Difficulty with rules of conversation
• Poor organizational skills
• Mindblindness
• Difficulty managing stress and anxiety
• Reinforcer menu/chart available for Reggie to reference
• Use of stress thermometer to help teach Reggie about anxiety and recognize the
signs that indicate when he needs to use his coping strategies. Adults can prompt
Reggie to monitor/recognize his stress level by .saying. "What's your stress
tempérât ureT"
• Use coping cards - these are small, portable cards that have Reggie's coping skills
listed on them. Prompt Reggie to use cards. Provide reinforcement for both
prompted and unprompted use of cards. Fade prompts over time.
• FYovide a problem-solving flow chart as a visual support for Reggie.
• Create task card that breaks assignment steps into smaller segments.
• Use Social Stories™ to teach Reggie about interrupiing in class and about how
different people have different interests.
• Use video lo help Reggie learn conversational manners and related skills.
• Use help card so that Reggie can ask for help nonverbally.
• Provide Reggie witb a list of conversation cues. Have him keep the list in his binder
so he can refer to it in class. Reinforce Reggie for using appropriate conversational
manners.
• Use cartooning to help Reggie understand what the listener {whole class) is thinking
and feeling when he interrupts or dominates a conversation.
• Use homework checklist to assist Reggie in keeping up with assignments and
materials required to complete his homework. A teacher should first work directly
with Reggie to teach and supervise the use of the checklist. Reinforcement should be
provided for accurate completion of the checklist. Over time, fade adult assistance
but maintain reinforcement.
• Use calendar to break down large class assignments into smaller parts with separate
due dates.
• Copies of notes for lectures; Reggie will highlight items covered during lecture.
• Use a Travel Card to keep track of {a) assignment completion, {b) homework turned
in, {c) emotional regulation, (d) bringing supplies in class. Fade from teacher
responsibility to student responsibility. Tie events (a-d) to reinforcement system.
C H K C K A I J , T H A I APPLY
A
V
V
V
B
V
V
V
c
V
V
Source: From The Ziggurat Model: A Framework for Designing Comprehensive Interventions for Individuals with High-Func-
tioning Autistn and Asperger Syndrome, by R. Aspy & B. G. Grossman, 2007. Shawnee Mission, KS: AAPC. Copyright 2007
by the AAPC. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 10.
Ziggurat Worksheet: Reggie {Partial)
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Source: From The Comprehensive Autism Planning System (CAPS) for Individuals with Asperger Syndrome, Autism and
Related Disabilities: Integrating Best Practices throughout the Student's Day. by S. A. Henry & B. S. Myles, 2007. Sbawnee
Mission, KS: AAPC. Copyright 2007 by tbe AAPC. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 11. Modified Comprehensive Autism Planning System: Reggie
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Related Disabilities: Integrating Best Practices throughout the Student's Day. by S. A. Henry & B. S. Myles, 2007. Sbawnee
Mission, KS: AAPC. Copyright 2007 by tbe AAPC. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 12. Comprehensive Autism Planning System: Reggie
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Date
Key = Yes () = No NA = Not Applicable
Life Skills
PE
Government
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English
Science
Did student
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to class?
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regulate his
behavior?
Did student
complete
assignments?
Did student
tum in
homework?
Teacher's
initials
Bonus Points Did student talk about topics
other than sports?
Has
assignment
book?
Total + 0
Teacher Comments/Suggestions/Announcements:
Reggie will earn 5 baseball cards each week (at home) for 80% completion. At school, Reggie
earns 5 minutes on the computer for each 10 checks.
Source: From "TTie Travel Card," by L. Carpenter, 2002. In B. S. Myles & D. Adreon (Eds.), Asperger Syndrome and Adolescence:
Practical Solutions for School Success. Shawnee Mission, KS: AAPC. Copyright 2002 by the AAPC. Reprinted with permission.
FIGURE 13. Sample Travel Card for Reggie
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